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1. lntroduction. 
During the last year research that bas been done at IPO on the spectra) estimation of the param
eters of the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model (Fant, Liljencrants & Lin, 1985) for the glottal pulse. 
This work has resulted in an estimation method that computes the glottal-pulse parameters from 
an estimate of the speech spectrum. This method bas certain advantages over existing methods, 
but it sometimes produces unwanted results, such as incorrect, unexpected jumps in some of the 
measured glottal-pulse parameter tracks. This spectra) estimation method is discussed in Sec
tion 2. The estimation errors are due to the sensitivity of the method to errors in the estimates 
of the speech spectrum. This sensitivity to spectra) errors and the spectra) significance of the R 
parameters of the LF model are analysed in Section 3 and Section 4. Finally, Section 5 discusses 
topics for further research and proposes a reduced-parameter LF model of which the parameters 
are better suited for spectra) estimation. 

2. Spectra) estimation of LF parameters. 

2.1. Background. 
In LPC-coded synthetic diphone speech (O'Shaugnessy, 1990), each diphone is stored as a se
quence of LPC frames. An LPC frame represents a speech segment of typically l O ms and con
tains, among other things, the coefficients of an all-pole filter modelling the spectra) envelope 
of the speech signa! and an indication of the type of excitation signa! for the filter. In the case 
of voiced speech the excitation signa! is a sequence of mono pulses. In the case of unvoiced 
speech it is noise. In order to improve the segmental quality of LPC-coded diphone speech there 
is a plan to use another representation of voiced speech, in which each frame consists of a form
ant filter, modelling the resonances of the vocal tract, and parameters of the glottal pulse. The 
expected advantages of this representation are a better segmental quality and, via the glottal
pulse parameters, control over the voice quality. The reader is referred to Appendix A, which is 
extracted from Veldhuis ( 1997), for a more extensive description of this representation and for 
some notes on glottal-pulse parameters. 

The improved representation requires that the glottal-pulse parameters and the coefficients of 
the formant filter be estimated from the speech signal. Reliable methods for the estimation of 
the formant filter exist, e.g. Childers & Lee ( 1991 ), as well as methods for the estimation of glot
tal-pulse parameters, but the Jatter often need manual fine tuning or solely work on stationary 
vowels (Strik, 1994 ). For the estimation of the glottal-pulse parameters from a set of approxi
mately 1500 diphones, which may contain 15000 l O ms frames, an automatic procedure that 
will work on running speech is pref erred. 

Existing methods for the estimation of glottal-pulse parameters can be characterized as time
domain methods, which work as follows. An inverse of the formant filter is applied toa segment 
of speech. This is generally referred to as inverse filtering, e.g. Marke) ( 1972), Wong, Marke), 
& Gray (1979), Krishnamurty & Childers (1986), Childers et al. (1991), and Childers & Wong 
( 1994 ). The resulting wave form represents the time derivative of the glottal airflow, cf. Appen
dix A. Subsequently, a prototype glottal-pulse time derivative is matched to one pitch period of 
the inverse-filtered signa) and the parameters of the prototype wave form are tuned until the 
matching is optima) in a meao-square-error sense (Strik, 1994 ). This parameter estimation in the 
time-domain bas a number of disadvantages. First, it requires a procedure to align the prototype 
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wave form with one pitch period extracted from the inverse-filtered segment. Second, it is sen
sitive to phase distortion in the recording process. Third, the measurement of the return-phase 
time constant, see Appendix A, is error prone. Finally, fourth, this method is not robust against 
model deviations or errors in the inverse filter, which both are likely to occur. 

As an alternative we investigated a frequency-domain glottal-pulse estimation method, which, 
via analysis by synthesis, optimizes a spectra! match between the inverse-filtered speech and 
the synthetic glottal pulse time derivative. This method does not need any time alignment of the 
inverse-filtered speech and a prototype waveform. lt is insensitive to phase errors since phase 
is not used in the measurement. The return-phase time constant is directly related to the spectra! 
tilt and therefore we expected that it could be measured accurately. Finally, we expected this 
method to be robust against model and inverse-filtering errors because is tries to maintain the 
spectra) content of the speech, which to a great extent determines the speech percept. 

2.2. The estimation method. 
We adopt the popular LF model (Fant et al., 1985) for the glottal pulse, and choose the R pa
rameters r 

O
, ra and r k , see ( 44) in Appendix A, Fant, Kruckenberg, Liljencrants & Bavegard, 

( 1994) and Fant ( 1995), as model parameters, but we could develop a similar estimation method 
for another set of LF parameters, e.g. the T parameters, or for an other glottal pulse model, e.g. 
the Rosenberg model (Rosenberg, 1971 ), the Rosenberg++ model (Veldhuis, 1997) or the mod
el used in Cummings & Clements (1993). 

We assume that a short voiced segment of speech sk, k = 0, ... , N - 1, is available that is long 
enough to obtain an accurate estimate of the magnitude spectrum. Generally a duration of 20-
30 ms suffices. Ata sample frequency f s of 8 kHz, this comes down toa segment of 160-240 
samples. In addition an estimate f O = I / t O of the fundamental frequency is available, as well 
as an estimate F ( n) , -7t < n S 7t, of the transfer function of the formant filter. We recommend 
the estimation procedure for the fundamental frequency that is proposed in Childers et al. 
( 1991 ). For the estimation of the transfer function of the formant we recommend a method based 
on cepstral analysis, e.g. Deller, Proakis & Hansen (1993), or Rabiner & Juang (1993). In such 
a method the cepstral coefficients are computed from a discrete Fourier transform of the (win
dowed) speech segment. These cepstral coefficients are truncated in order to remove the influ
ence of the voice fundamental from the log-spectrum, after which they are converted into 
coefficients of an all-pole filter. The poles at frequencies below 250 Hz are removed, e.g. 
Childers et al. ( 1991 ). The advantage of such a cepstral method over a LPC analysis is that the 
influence of the voice fundamental on the formant frequencies is reduced because of the cepstral 
smoothing. We define the formant line spectrum by 

( fo) 2 
F1 = F 21tl f 

5 

, l = 1, ... , M, (1) 

and the signal line spectrum by 

N - 1 -i27tk/!J! 
2 

S1 = I, wkske /, , 1, ... , M, (2) 
k=O 

with the number of spectra) lines limited by 
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M~l~J 2/o 
(3) 

and wk, k = 0, ... , N - l, an appropriate window function, e.g. a Hanning window. The model 
glottal-pulse line spectrum is defined by 

1 

I . -i21tlt 
G1(r0 , ra, rk) = gr(t;r0 , ra, rk)e dt, l = 1, ... , M, (4) 

0 

with g r< t ;r 0 , ra• r k) the time derivative g ( t) of the glottal putse, expressed in R parameters and 
time-scaled by 1 / t O• The reader is referred to Appendix B for more details on the model glottal
pulse line spectrum. 

The spectra) glottal-pulse parameter-estimation method minimizes the mean-squared log-spec
tra) distance (Rabiner et al., 1993) 

l M 

QgCro, ra, rk) = ML log 
I = 1 

M 

G,(ro, ra, rk)/ L Gm<ro, ra, rk) 
m= 1 

M 

(S/ F,)/ L (Sm/ F,) 
m= 1 

2 

(5) 

as a function of r 
O

, ra and rk. Equation (5) shows the log-spectral distance between the power
normalized line spectrum of the inverse-filtered signal, which is an estimate of the actual power
normalized glottal-pulse line spectrum, and the power-normalized line spectrum of a glottal 
pul se with parameters r 

O
, ra and r k. The power normalization is included in order to make the 

estimates independent of the signa) or glottal-pulse power. The log-spectral distances now only 
depend on the spectral shape. The estimates ;o, ;a and ;k are the arguments at which the mean
squared log-spectra) distance attains its global minimum. 

Several minimization methods have been tried on the function Qg(r0 , ra, rk) , such as conju
gate-gradient methods and iterative line searches. Unfortunately, each evaluation of 
Qg<r 0 , ra, rk) requires the computation of a sequence G1(r0 , ra, rk), / = 1, ... , M, which is a 
heavy computational burden. Another problem is that the function Qg(r 0 , ra• rk) may have Jo
cal minima, which complicates the minimization tasks. Good results have obtained by first us
ing a precalculated code book of sequences G1(r 0 , ra• rk), l = l, ... , M for various values of 
the R parameters to find an approximation of the global minimum and the optima) R parameters. 
In a second step the global minimum and the corresponding values of the R parameters can be 
computed more accurately by using a standard minimization method in a neighbourhood of this 
first approximation. 

2.3. Results. 
Trials on sustained natura) vowels show plausible results, as is illustrated in Figure 1 through 
Figure 6, which show results for male vowel and female vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/. These results 
have been obtained with the codebook-based approach described above, but without the second 
step that produces an accurate approximation of the global optimum. All segments were sam
pled at 8 kHz and contained 300 samples, which corresponds to a duration of 37 .5 ms. The male 
vowels had an / 0 of about 110 Hz, the female vowels of 200 Hz. The number M of spectra) 
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lines that were involved in the minimization of Qg_Cr0 , r 8,Ark) was 20. Synthetic waveforms 
were generated from the estimated parameters r 

O 
, r 8 and r k and the estimated formant filters. 

The figures show the original and the resynthesized speech segment, the power-normalized 
original and resynthesized signal line spectra, the inverse-filtered signal and the resynthesized 
glottal-pulse time derivative. The latter two are shown a second time with a resynthesized glot
tal-pulse time derivative aligned with the inverse-filtered signal. The mean-squared log-spectra) 
distances (5) are given in the captions. 

The resynthesized speech waveform often resembles the original more strongly than is the case 
with LPC resynthesized speech. This is not always true when we compare the inverse-filtered 
signa) and the resynthesized glottal pulses according to the LF model. The f emale vowels, es
pecially the lü and the lul, show the largest deviations. There can be two reasons for this. The 
first is that spectra) errors were introduced because a) the inverse filter did not compensate the 
formants or b) the estimate of the signa) line spectrum (2) was biased due to the windowing or 
c) the f O was estimated incorrectly. The second reason is that the glottal-pulse model is inade
quate. We exclude the influence of phase errors, since male and female vowels were recorded 
with the same setup and there are no large deviations in the male glottal pulses. The mean
squared log-spectra) distance is between 0.08 for the male lal and 0.96 for the female lul. Since 
we have no reference data it is, at this point, difficult to state whether this is good or bad. While 
analysing Jonger sequences of sustained vowels we observed unexpected simultaneously occur
ring jumps in the r 8 and the rk parameter tracks. The jumps in the r 8 and the rk parameter 
tracks were systematically in the opposite direction. There were not so many jumps in the r 

0 

parameter track. 

Although the spectra) estimation method was designed for speech synthesis purposes rather 
than for the estimation of glottal-pulse parameters, we wanted to investigate to which extent it 
is capable of correctly estimating the LF parameters. Therefore, we tested it on synthetic vowels 
obtained by passing LF glottal-pulse derivatives through a formant filter. The input signals were 
37.5-ms segments of a male vowel lal with a sampling frequency of 8 kHz and an f O of about 
110 Hz. The number M of spectra) lines that were involved in the minimization of 
Q g ( r 0 , ra• r k) was 20. The actual formant filter is not important, because we obtained formant 
spectra) lines ( 1) directly from the formant synthesis filter. We also used the original f O• In this 
way we excluded spectral errors due to inverse filtering or an erroneous f O estimate. We syn
thesized speech with various values of the parameters r O , ra and r k estimated these parameters 
from the synthetic speech. Pairs of original and estimated R parameters are shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 8 shows pairs of estimation errors. 

A A 

f!oth r O and !k contain errors as high as 0.2, but seem to be distributed Aaround the lines 
r O = r O an~ rk = rk, respectively. Perhaps there is a small negative bia~ in rk · lhe estimated 
parameter ra has a IAarger positive bias. Figure 8 shows that the errors in ra and Ark are correlat
ed. An increase in ra with respect to the original value leads toa decrease in rk, which corre
sponds to the observations made on the estimated parameter tracks of sustained vowels. Such a 
correlation can not be observed for the other combinations of estimation errors. The only expla
nation for the estimation errors in the glottal-pulse parameters must be the bias in the signal 
spectra) lines due to the windowing in (2), because model errors are excluded as well as errors 
in the formant filter and in f O• 

2.4. Discussion. 
The simultaneous jumps in the r

8 
and the rk parameter tracks make the method in its present 
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form unsuited for the automatic estimation of glottal-pulse parameters as we desired for the im
proved representation of diphone speech. This does not mean that such a representation cannot 
be used, but that the glottal-pulse parameters in the diphone data base must be selected in some 
otherway. 

The errors in the glottal-pulse parameters are due to spectra) errors in the signa) line spectrum. 
They remain, even if we exclude spectra) errors due to inverse filtering or an erroneous f O es
timate. This means that the spectra) errors in the signa) line spectrum are caused by the window
ing bias. This bias is generally accepted in spectra) estimation and can be considered small. lt, 
therefore, seems that a small change in the signa) spectra) lines may lead to a substantial change 
in the estimated glottal-pulse parameters. This is a sensitivity problem which bas a relation with 
the spectra) significance of the glottal-pulse parameters. This problem is further discussed in 
Section 3. 

3. Sensitivity and spectral significance. 
In this section we will analyse two problems that will turn out to be related. The first concerns 
the observed sensitivity to spectra) errors of the glottal-pulse parameter estimation methods of 
Section 2. This comes down to the question: 'What happens to the values of r 

0
, r 3 , rk at which 

Q g ( r 0 , r 
3

, r k) is minimal, when we introduce a small spectra) error?'. The second problem 
concerns the spectra) significance of the glottal-pulse parameters. The question that we try to 
answer is: 'How do small changes in the glottal-pulse parameters affect the glottal-pulse spec
tra) lines?'. 

3.1. Sensitivity to spectral errors. 
The discussion of the sensitivity problem will be a mathematica) analysis of Qg(r 0 , r 

3
, rk) in 

a neighbourhood of its global minimum and we will derive results for a small perturbation of 
the estimated glottal line spectrum. In order to keep the notation simple, we adopt a vector no
tation for the glottal-pulse parameters and define 

(6) 

with the superscript T denoting matrix transposition. We assume that the model glottal line 
spectrum, which is now denoted as G1(r), / = 1, ... , M is power normalized. Funhermore, we 
define the estimated glottal line spectrum, which is also power normalized, by: 

M 

G, = (S,/ F,)I L (Sm/ F,), / = 1, ... ,M. (7) 
m= 1 

We assume that the estimated glottal line spectrum is without spectra) errors due to windowing 
or inverse filtering. There may be model errors, due to which the estimated glottal line spectrum 
will deviate somewhat from any model glottal line spectrum. Assume that the meao-square log
spectral distance 
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attains its global minimum at c = Copt. For any Q 

in which the column vector VG1(c) is the gradient of G1(c), defined by 

êJ 
(VG1(c) )k = -ê) G1(c), k = 1, 2, 3. 

rk 

(8) 

(9) 

( 10) 

We investigate the influence of an spectral error 1;1 in the estimated glottal line spectrum G 1, 

on the value of c at which the mean-square log-spectral distance 

1 M ( G,(c) ) 
2 

Qg(c;5) = ML log ,. , 
I= • G,+I;, 

(Il) 

with s = ri;, ... i;M]', is minimal. Because of the power normalization we have L ;, = .P. 
In order to'-be able to derive relatively simpte mathema!ical results, we assume that (;,I « G1, 

I = l, ... , M, and that the model errors are ~mall, i.e. G1 == G1(c0ft), l = l, ... ,M. In the ab
sence of model errors we would have that G1 = G1(copt), l = , ... , M, and, of course, the 
mean-square log-spectral distance in (8) would have a zero minimum. 

For § small enough, we can approximate Q
8
(ropt + §;5) by 

.., 
in which v-Q

8
(c:5) is the 3 x 3 matrix, defined by 

(13) 

By using 11;,I « G1, l = l, ... , M, we can write 

(14) 

for the first term in (12). For the second term in (12) we can write 

ÖT VQ ( ·F-) = l ~ l (G,<ropt))Q T VG,(ropt) 
- g !opt•~ M ~ og " G ( r ) . 

I = 1 G, + 1;1 I -opt 
(15) 

lf we use 11;,I « G 1, l = l, ... , M, and (9) this reduces to 
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oTVQ ( .,:,) = _~T 1_ ~ VG,(ropt)ç, 
- g ropt•~ V M k G (r ) ,. . 

1 = 1 / -opt G1 

(16) 

The matrix V
2Q

8
(r;~) in the third term in (12) has elements 

2 
(V Qg(r;S))m, n = (17) 

1 (
G,(ropt)) l (G1<ropt)) 1- og " og " 

2 
1_ i G, + ;, dG1(ropt)dG1(r0 pt) + G, + ;, d ( G1(ropt)) 

M G2(, ) drm drn G1(ropt) drmdrn 
I = 1 / -opt 

lfweusel;,l«G1,/ = 1. ... ,M,andG1==G1(r0
pt),/ = l, ... ,M,thelogarithmsin(17)van

ish and for the third term in ( 12) we can write 

(18) 

We define the M x 3 sensitivity matrix l:(r) by 

J aG,(r) 
l:(r),,m = G,(r) drm ,l = l, ... ,M,m = 1, ... ,3. (19) 

The element l:(r),.m represents the relative change in G1(r) due toa small change in,,,,. The 
matrix therefore describes the relative spectra} significance of the glottal-pulse parameters. The 
M vector ç of relative spectra) errors is defined by 

-r 

(20) 

With these definitions (12) can be rewritten as 

Because of the differences in the value ranges of the glottal-pulse parameter ra on the one had 
and the parameters r O and rk on the other hand, we prefer to work with relative shifts in the 
glottal-pulse parameters. Therefore, we define 

(22) 

and 

(23) 

Il 



We then have 

(24) 

!( i (log(G'(:opt)) - l;:')2 

- 2§~ l:~(topt)~r + §~ l:~(topt)l:r(top1)Ör) 
l=l G, G, 

We can now solve (24) for §, which results in 

(25) 

In (24) we can identify the contributions to the mean-square log-spectral error due to a) small 
relative deviations §r of the glottal-pulse parameters, b) small spectra) errors in the estimated 
glottal line spectrum, reflected in l; and c) small model deviations, which are quantified by 

A -r 
log((G1(t

0
P1))/G1). Equation (25) teil us how much the optima! glottal pulse parameters 

change when there is a small error in the estimated glottal line spectrum. The change is linearly 
proportional to the relative spectra) error, and this proportionality is fully determined by the rel
ative sensitivity of the model glottal line spectrum to changes in the glottal pulse parameters, 
which is given by l:r(t

0
p1). 

We have now developed the tools to analyse the sensitivity of the estimated glottal-pulse pa
rameters toa small spectra! error. We use the singular-value decomposition of l:r(t

0
p1), which 

is given by (Golub & Van Loan, 1986) 

(26) 

in which V = lu 
1 
«

2 
«

3
1 is an M x 3 matrix with orthonormal columns that span up the col

umn space of l:~topt), '/:} = diag( cr 1, <J2, <J3) is a diagonal matrix containing the singular val
ues of l:r(t

0
P1) and Vis an orthonormal 3 x 3 matrix spanning up the row space of l:r(t0 P1). 

The non-ne.ptive singular values <J 1, cr2, <J3 can be obtained as the square roots of the eigen
values ofTI:r (t

0 1)l:r(t
0
p1). We assume cr 1 ~ <J2 ~ <J3 ~ 0. The columns of Vare the eigenvec

tors of I:r (r
0
p

1
)Ïr(r

0
p1) and span up the glottal-pulse parameter space. We can write 

~r = Cl1«1 + Cl2U2 + Cl3U3 + Cl1.«1., 

with «.1 orthogonal to [«, u2 «J. It then follows that 

and 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

This means that the components of the spectra) errors which are orthogonal to the column space 
of I:r< top,) do not influence the estimation of the glottal-pulse parameters. On the other hand, 
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the shift in the glottal-pulse parameters will be large when the spectral error has components in 
the column space of l:r(!0p1) that are associated with singular values that approach 0. For ex
ample, when o 3 « cx3 , there will be a large shift in the glottal-pulse parameters in the direction 
of y1 • In general, if the relative spectral errors are independent and equally distributed over all 
spec.tral lines, then the relative errors in the glottal-pulse parameters are expected to be the larg
est in the direction r3 . They will be, on average, o3/ o I times larger than the relative errors in 
the least sensitive direction y 1 • 

3.2. Spectral significance of glottal-pulse parameters. 
Now we turn to the analysis of the spectral significance of the glottal-pulse parameters, which 
is also based on l:r(r). If we want to know the effect l!!G1 on G1(r) of a small change l!ir in 
the glottal pulse parameters we can write for !!ic small enough 

(30) 

or 

(31) 

The row vector (VG1(r)l /(G1(r)) in the right-hand side of this equation is the jth row of 
l:(r). Therefore, tor the M vector of relative spectra} deviations !!irG we have, with 
ÀrC = (diag(r)f ÀC, 

(32) 

This shows how small changes in the glottal-pulse parameters affect the glottal-pulse line spec
trum. After singular value decomposition of l:(r), we obtain 

(33) 

Because columns of V = [r, r2 Yaj span up the glottal-pulse parameter space, we can write 

(34) 

and find 

(35) 

and 

(36) 

The vectors y I and y3 are the directions in the glottal-pulse parameter space of, respectively, 
maximum and minimum spectral significance. For instance, when o3 is much smaller than the 
other two singular values, only changes Àrt' in the directions r 1 or r2 will affect the glottal line 
spectrum. The three-parameter model than essentially works as a two-parameter model. 

Combining the discussions on sensitivity and spectral significance we see that when we mini-
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mize the mean-square log-spectra) distance Qg(r) in order to estimate the glottal-pulse param
eters, the errors in the parameter vector will be largest in the direction of minimum spectra) 
significance. In Section 4 we will illustrate these effects with numerical examples. 

4. Results. 
Table 6 shows R parameters and singular values cr1, cr2, cr3 of ~r(r) for glottal pulses of vari
ous voice types. The entries 1-9 were obtained from Childers et al. (1991), the entries 10-27 are 

Table 6: R parameters and singular values cr 1, cr2, cr3 of ~r( r) for glottal pulses of various 
voice types. 

nr. voice type ra rk ro cr, Cf2 Cf3 

1 male, modal lil 0.021 0.31 0.64 9.7503 4.1131 1.2103 

2 male, modal lil 0.025 0.34 0.71 11.3122 5.9142 1.2540 

3 male, modal lal 0.015 0.33 0.68 9.3728 3.7541 1.3269 

4 male, slight vocal fry la/ 0.008 0.28 0.63 7.8381 1.8001 0.9388 

5 male, vocal fry la/ 0.005 0.25 0.25 7.3763 1.6511 0.3701 

6 male, falsetto lal 0.133 0.35 0.77 16.0980 1.2916 1.1507 

7 male, falsetto la/ 0.043 0.44 0.89 20.1658 5.6871 2.0611 

8 male, breathy lil 0.068 0.42 0.68 41.8595 14.3189 0.9217 

9 male, breathy lil 0.100 0.45 0.84 26.8449 6.7635 1.9537 

10 male, normal 0.020 0.38 0.54 11.4197 7.6993 1.3301 

11 female. normal 0.050 0.52 0.71 60.6060 17.0320 1.0535 

12 male, low F0 
0.026 0.43 0.61 16.7893 10.7277 1.370) 

13 female, low F 0 
0.051 0.42 0.76 28.4513 12.7848 1.0284 

14 male, medium F 0 
0.015 0.45 0.56 13.1106 8.3405 1.5098 

15 female, medium F 0 
0.042 0.48 0.71 37.9375 14.3674 1.0335 

16 male, high F 0 
0.098 0.31 0.87 65.7867 8.4822 1.4049 

17 female, high F 0 
0.030 0.49 0.65 28.3418 13.5025 1.3557 

18 male, low level 0.027 0.41 0.69 15.0627 10.5274 1.2931 

19 f emale, low level 0.110 0.57 0.81 99.4240 23.8867 2.2549 

20 male, medium level 0.019 0.45 0.57 15.7155 10.2345 1.5197 
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Table 6: R parameters and singular values ai, a 2, a 3 of Ir(!) /or glottal pulses of various 
voice types. 

nr. voice type ra rk ro a, CJ2 CJ3 

21 female, medium level 0.037 0.51 0.68 36.6113 15.4317 1.2459 

22 male, high level 0.016 0.38 0.49 11.8488 7.6708 1.2408 

23 f emale, high level 0.019 0.52 0.64 21.5118 13.1364 1.5834 

24 male, breathy 0.046 0.51 0.65 55.6362 16.4460 1.2002 

25 f emale, breathy 0.081 0.48 0.79 49.3108 15.4530 1.6230 

26 male, pressed 0.013 0.40 0.41 11.2541 6.4124 1.2206 

27 female, pressed 0.032 0.50 0.71 31.4372 13.9071 1.2377 

from Karlsson & Liljencrants ( 1996). For all entries we see that a3 is at least a factor of 7 small
erthan a 1 • The average ratio a 3/a1 equals 0.07, the average ratio a 2/a1 equals 0.4. A scatter 
plot of the orthogonal projection of the vectors y3 on the l\rklrk-l\r/ra plane is shown in 
Figure 9. Nearly all points in this plot lie on the unit circle. This means that the vectors y3 have 
a negligible component in the l\r 0 / r O direction and that the largest relative estimation errors in 
the R parameters are expected to be in the l\rklrk-l\ralra plane. We also see that the orthog
onal projection of the vectors y3 on the l\rklrk-l\ralra plane are all in more or less the same 
direction, even though the voice types have been labelled as very different. This means that for 
all these cases we can expect the same type of errors, which are described by 

drk dra 
-sin(<p)--cos(<p) = 0, (37) 
rk ra 

with [ cos ( <p) sin ( <p ~ T the normalized orthogonal projection of the vector !:' 3 on the l\r k / r k -
l\r /ra plane. From fitis we can derive that due to spectra) errors, the parameters ra and r k wil) 
move along a curve 

(38) 

with C an arbitrary constant. The vectors y 1 and y2 do not show such a systematic behaviour, 
except that the first element of !:'t is large and often (in about 50% of the cases) close to 1. This 
means that !:' 1 is substantially, or sometimes mainly, in the direction of r 

O 
which is therefore 

relatively insensitive to spectra) errors. 

With regard to the spectra) significance of the R parameters we can state that r 
O 

usually has a 
strong (or the strongest) spectra) significance and that there is a certain covariation of ra and 
rk, given by (38), which will only lead to small or minimal spectra) changes. 

As an example we will present the mean-squared log-spectral distance 

J M (G1(r + diag(r)Ö )) 2 
Qg<r + diag(r)Ör) = MI, log - G (r) - -r 

I = 1 / -

(39) 
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as a function of the relative deviation Ör = [ör 
0

/ r 0 , ör al ra• örk/ rk] · for the R parameters 
c = [r0 ,ra,rk]T = [0.614,0.029,0.400]T,whichisclosetoentry 12ofTable6.Forthema
trix D of singular values of tr( ropt), we find 

[

16.01 0 0 J 
D = 0 10.24 0 , 

0 0 1.25 

and for the corresponding basis of the glottal-pulse parameter space 

[

0.9276 -0.3734 0.0095] 
V = 0.2959 0.7499 0.5916 · 

0.2280 0.5460 -0.8061 

Figure 10 shows three-dimensional plots of the mean-squared log-spectral distance for 
ör O = 0 (top left), örk = 0 (top right) and ör 

O 
= 0 (bottom). Figure 11 shows the corre

sponding contour plots. 

lf the relative spectral errors are independent and equally distributed over all spectral lines, then 
the smallest relative estimation errors can be expected in the direction 

which is mamly in the direction of r 
O

• This also means that changes of the glottal-pulse param
eters in this direction are spectrally the most significant. The largest relative estimation errors 
can be expected in the direction 

which is almost completely in the örk/rk-öra/ra plane and corresponds to the narrow valley 
shown in the top left picture of Figure 10. This relative error will on average be nearly 
a 1 / a3 = 13 times larger than the relative error in r 

O
• An relative error of 5% in r 

O 
would then 

mean that the estimates of the other two R parameters are useless. The other pictures show that 
the estimation errors in r 

O 
are more or less independent of estimation errors in the other param

eters. 

Figure 12 shows the columns of UD (top panel), which span the column space oftr<rop,), and 
are weighted with the corresponding singular values. The relative spectral changes due to rela
tive modifications of r O • r k and ra parameters in the directions l:' 1 , l:' 2 and l:' 3 are indicated by 
solid lines, dashed lines and dash-dotted lines, respectively. The bottom panel of this figure 
shows the columns oftr(r

0
P1). The relative spectral changes due to relative perturbations of the 

r O , rk and ra parameters presented as solid lines, dashed lines and dash-dotted lines, respec-
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tively. Note the similarity between the first columns of UD and Ir( ropt) . 

5. Topics for further research. 

5.1. Perceptual relevance of LF parameters. 
The columns of the matrix V obtained via the singular value decomposition Ir( r) = UD V T 

contain the coefficients of linear combinations of glottal-pulse parameters that have largest, me
dium and smallest spectra) significance. A perceptual experiment can show to which extent this 
spectra) relevance, quantified by the singular values, can predict the perceptual relevance of 
these linear combinations. A possible approach would be to estimate the just-noticeable differ
ences in the directions of the columns of V, and compare those with the singular values. A topic 
for further discussion would be the question whether a possible Jack of correlation between the 
measured just-noticeable differences and the singular values shows the importance of phase to 
speech quality. · 

5.2. A two-parameter LF model for spectral parameter estimation. 
We have seen in Section 4 that in many cases the three-parameter LF model is too rich to allow 
robust spectra) estimation of its parameters. If in certain applications spectra) estimation is use
ful, for instance because it is easier, then a reduced parameter set would be required. One pa
rameter in this set could be r 

O
, because changes !:lr 

0
/ r 

O 
have a significant or even dominant 

effect on the glottal-pulse line spectrum. Moreover, r 
O 

bas a familiar interpretation as the open 
quotient. It was seen in Section 4 that estimation errors in r 

O 
were nearly independent to those 

in the other R parameters. Therefore, the second parameter in the two-parameter LF model 
should control the parameters 'k and r

3
• Evolutions of rk and r 3 in the direction r3 must be 

avoided, because these are the most sensitive to spectra) errors. Fortunately, the projection of 
r 3 on the !:lr k / r k -1:lr /ra plane seems more or Jess constant fora large variety of ~'?ttal puls
es. Therefore, we use the average projection, which we denote by [ cos ( <P) sin ( <P ~ . We re
quire 

(40) 

or 

(41) 

with C an arbitrary constant. A possible parameter is p in 

rlog(rk~ = c[cos(q>~ + p[ sin(q>) l. 
llog(r a~ sin ( q> )j -cos( q> >.J 

(42) 

The constant C can be obtained by fitting (42) to data. This two-parameter model can be used 
to estimate the paramet~rs r O apd p, which are relevant for the signal's spectrum. If we use (42) 
to compute estimates rk and ra we may find incorrect values due to the parameter reduction. 
The true estimates are to be found for some •spectrally invisible' value of À along the curve 
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[
log(rk~ = A[cos(q,~ + ftog(~,~. 
log(r8 ~ sm(<p)j l1og(r

8
~ 

(43) 

lf the estimates ;k and ;a are to be used in speech synthesis, and we require a strong similarity 
between the original segment and the resynthesized one, then it is important that the parameter 
A is of little perceptual relevance. This emphasizes the need for the investigation proposed in 
Subsection 5.1. 

5.3. Comparison of spectral estimation of LF parameters with other meth-
ods. 

The sensitivity to signal-spectral-line estimation errors of this method is undesirable, because 
these errors are likely to occur. It is an interesting question whether such a sensitivity is also 
present in time-domain glottal-pulse parameter estimation methods. We therefore propose to do 
a similar analysis as has been done in Section 3 and Section 4 for a time-domain method based 
on minimizing a mean squared error. 

A. The LF model. 
For analysis and synthesis purposes, speech production is often modelled by a source-filter 
model. Figure 13 shows two versions of a source-filter model. On the left we see a model con
sisting of a source producing a signal g(t) which models the air flow passing the vocal cords, 
a filter with a transfer function H(jco) which models the spectral shaping by the vocal tract and 
an operator R which models the conversion of the air flow to a pressure wave s( t) as it takes 
place at the lips and which is called lip radiation. The operator Ris essentially a differentiation 
operator. On the right we see a simplified version of this model, in which the differentiation op
erator has been combined with the source, which now produces the time derivative g(t) of the 
air flow passing the vocal cords. The opening between the vocal cords is called glottis, therefore 
the source is referred to as the glottal source. In voiced speech the signa) g(t) is periodic and 
one period is called a glottal putse. The glottal putse or, more often, its time derivative has been 
the topic of many studies because it is expected to determine the voice quality and to be related 
to the production of prosody, e.g. Childers et al. ( 1991 ), Cummings et al. ( 1993 ), Gobi ( 1989 ). 
K.Jatt & Klatt (1990), Pierrehumbert (1989), Rosenberg (1971), Strik (1994 ). The time deriva
tive of the glottal putse is studied rather than the glottal putse because it is easier to obtain it 
from the speech signa) and to derive some of the glottal-source parameters from it. 

The LF model (Fant et al., 1985) has become a reference model for glottal-pulse analysis. Un
fortunately, its use in speech synthesizers is limited because of its computational complexity. 
This computational complexity is due to the difference between the specification parameters 
and the generation parameters of the LF model. The computation of the generation parameters 
from the specification parameters is computationally complex, because it involves solving a 
nonlinear equation. Figure 14 shows typical examples of g(t) and g(t) and introduces the 
specification parameters t0 , tP, te, t 

8 
and U O or Ee (Fant et al., 1985). The length of a pitch 

period is r0 . The maximum air flow U O occurs at tP and the maximum excitation with ampli
tude Ee, which corresponds to the instant when the vocal cords collide, occurs at te. The inter
val with approximate length t8 = Eel g(te) just after the instant of maximum excitation is 
called the return phase. During this phase the vocal folds reach maximum closure and the air 
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flow reduces to its minimum. The minimum air flow is often referred to as leakage. Here we 
assume that there is no leakage, therefore g(O) = g(t0) = 0. The air flow in the return phase 
is of perceptual imponance, because it determines the spectra) slope. The parameters r0 , t P, te, 
t
3 

are called the T parameters. Instead of the T parameters, sometimes the R parameters (Fant 
et al., 1985) are used, which are defined as follows: 

r0 = telt0, r3 = t3 /t0, rk = (te-tp)/t0. (44) 

The parameters r O and ra denote the relative duration of the open phase and the return phase, 
respectively. The parameter rk quantifies the symmetry of the glottal pulse. The parameter r 0 

is usually referred to as the open quotient (OQ). 

The following expression is a genera) description of the glottal air flow derivative g(t) with an 
exponential decay modelling the return phase 

f(t) 

g(t) = (45) 

We require /(0) = 0. In addition we have that /(t0) = 0. lntegration leads to the following 
expression for the glottal air flow: 

g(t) = (46) 

Since there is no leakage we require g(t) ~ 0 and g(O) = g(t0 ) = 0, from which one can de
rive the following continuity condition 

(47) 

with 

( 
t0 - t ) 

1-exp -T 
(48) 

Any parameters of j(t) must be chosen such that condition (47) is satisfied. 
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The parameter t a in the above definitions for the glottal air flow g( t) and its derivative g( t) is 
the time constant of the exponential decay in the return phase. This is slightly different from the 
situation in Figure 14, where ta = Ee/ g(te). For ta « 10 - te, which is usually the case, both 
definitions are equivalent. If this is not the case then there exists a simple relation between both 
t a parameters. 

The LF model presented in Fant et al. (1985), but with the modified definition of ta, follows 
from ( 45) and the choice 

j(t) = Bsin( n~)exp( ar), (49) 

with B the amplitude of the glottal-pulse derivative. The generation parameter ex can only be 
solved numerically from the continuity equation (47), which in this case reads: 

1t - exp(cxre>(ncos(n~)- cxrpsin(n 'e)) 
tp lp la . ( te) 

2 2 
+ -exp(cxte)sm 1t- D(t0, re, ta) = 0. 

1t + (Clip) lp lp 
(50) 

Solving (50) for ex is a heavy computational load in a speech-synthesizer, where the T param
eters may vary typically every 10 ms. 

We now derive expressions for the LF model in terms of the R parameters (44). We consider a 
time scaled time derivative of the glottal pulse, defined by 

gr(t;r0 ,ra,rk) = g(tt0 ),0:5t< ), (51) 

with the R parameters defined in (44). Expression (45) can than be rewritten as 

for 0 :5 t < r
0 

(52) 

in which //t) is given by 

(53) 

with 

(54) 

Definition (48) is replaced by 
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Finally, ~ is solved from 

1-r" 
1 - r O + ra --;;-

1 - ---e 
ra 

Dr<ro,ra) = ----1--r--
" 

1 
r. 

-e 

B. The glottal-pulse line spectrum. 

(55) 

(56) 

We derive an expression for G1(r0
, ra, rk) in (4). For the integral on the right-hand side of (4) 

we can write 

(57) 

[ [ 

t - r" 1 - r.,] ] r. 1 -- --•· r + l r. r. 
B J . ( k ) 13t -i21t/td . ( ) f3r"J e - e -i21t/td sm 7tt-- e e 't- sm 7trk e I e t = 

r -~ 
0 --

0 ~ 1 ~ -e 

For / 1 we find 

(58) 

and for / 2 
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( 1 -,.. ) _l -r0 
-;:;;-- -i21t/r0 

r. r8 e e - 1 
-i21t/r0 ) 

12 
• ( ) !}r., e e - (59) = sm 1trk e 

1-r" 1 + i21t/r8 i21t/ 

1-e 
r. 
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Figure 1: Results from spectra/ glottal-pulse parameter estimation on a male vowel 
lal. Top left: original segment s(t) and resynthesized segme111 sLF(t), arbitrary 
units. Top right: power-normalized original signa/ line spectrum G 1 (+)and resyn
thesized signa/ line spectrum GLF, 1 ( o) in dB.Bottom right: inverse-filtered segment 
g( t) and resynthesized glottal pulse time derivative gLF( t), arbitrary units. Bottom 
/eft: inverse filtered segment g(t) and (solid) resynthesized glottal pulse time de
rivative iLF( l) (dashed), arbitrary units. Mean-squared log-spectra/ distance: 
0.08. 
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Figure 2: Results from spectra[ glottal-pulse parameter estimation on a female 
vowel lal. Top left: original segment s(I) and resynthesized segment sLF(t). arbi
trary units. Top right: power-normalized original signa[ line spectrum G 1 ( +) and 
resynthesized signa/ line spectrum GLF. 1 ( o) in dB. Bottom right: inverse-filtered 
segment g(I) and resynthesized glottal pulse time derivative gLF(t). arbitrary 
units. Bottom left: inverse filtered segment g(t) and (solid) resynthesized glottal 
pulse time derivative gLF(t) (dashed), arbitrary units. Mean-squared log-spectra/ 
distance: 0.67. 
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Figure 3: Results /rom spectra/ glottal-pulse parameter estimation on a male vowel 
lil. Top left: original segment s(t) and resynthesized segment sLF(t), arbitrary 
units. Top right: power-normalized original signa/ line spectrum G 1 (+)and resyn
thesized signa/ line spectrum GLF. 1 (o) in dB. Bottom right: inverse-filtered seg
ment g( t) and resynthesized glottal pulse time derivative gLF(t), arbitrary units. 
Bottom left: inverse filtered segment g(t) and (solid) resynthesized glottal pulse 
time derivative gLF(t) (dashed), arbitrary units. Mean-squared log-spectra/ dis
tance: 0.36. 
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Figure 4: Results from spectra/ glottal-pulse parameter estimation 011 a female 
vowel lil. Top left: original segment s(t) and resynthesized segment sLF(t), arbi
trary units. Top right: power-normalized original signa/ line spectrum G1 (+) and 
resynthesized signa/ line spectrum GLF, 1 (o) in dB.Bottom right: inverse-filtered 
segment g( t) and resynthesized glottal pulse time derivative 8LF(t), arbitrary 
units. Bottom /eft: inverse filtered segment g(t) and (solid) resynthesized glotta/ 
pulse time derivative 8LF(t) (dashed), arbitrary units. Mean-squared log-spectra/ 
distance: 0.31. 
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Figure 5: Resultsfrom spectra/ glottal-pulse parameterestimation on a male vowel 
lul. Top /eft: original segment s(t) and resynthesized segment sLF(t}, arbitrary 
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g( t) and resy111hesized glottal pulse time derivative gLF(t), arbitrary units. Bottom 
left: inverse filtered segmelll g(t) and (solid) resynthesized glotta/ pulse time de
rivative gLF(I) (dashed), arbitrary units. Mean-squared log-spectra/ distance: 
0.24. 
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Figure 6: Results from spectra/ glottal-pulse parameter estimation on a female 
vowel lul. Top left: original segment s(t) and resynthesized segment sLF(t), arbi
trary units. Top right: power-normalized original signa/ line spectrum G1 (+) and 
resynthesized signa[ line spectrum GLF, 1 (o) in dB.Bottom right: inverse-filtered 
segment g(t) and resynthesized glottal pulse time derivative gLF(t). arbitrary 
units. Bottom left: inverse filtered segment g(t) and (solid) resynthesized glom,/ 
pulse time derivative gLF(t) (dashed), arbitrary units. Mean-squared log-spectra/ 
distance: 0. 96. 
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Figure 7: Estimated glottal parameters r O , ra and rk paired with parameters r O , ra 
and rk of a synthetic vowel lal. The solid line indicates equality between original and 
estbnated parameters. 
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Figure 8: Pairs of various estimation errors in parameters r O • ra and rk. 
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Figure 9: Scatter plot of the components of the basis vectors f 3 associated to the sma/lest 
singular value in the directions ~rklrk and dra/ra. 
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Figure 10: Mean-squared l~-spectral distance Q
8

~c + diag(c)~r), to an LF glottal pul se 
with parameters [r

0
, r

8
, rd = [0.614, 0.029, 0.4UO]T as afunction of the relative devia

tion in the parameters. Top left: 8r
0 

= 0. Top right: 8rk = 0. Bottom left: 8r3 = 0. 
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Figure 1 /: Contour plots of the mean-squared 4og-spectral distance {?l(~ + diag(c)Ör), to 
an LF glottal pulse with parameters [r0 , r 3 , rk] = [0.614, 0.029, 0.400) as afunction of 
the relative deviation in the parameters. The contours are drawn at levels 
0.5 x ( 1. 2, 4, 9, 16, ... ) . Top left: L\r O = 0. Top right: L\rk = 0. Bottom lefr: L\r a = 0. 
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Figure 12: Top: Columns of UD, which span the column space of'f.r(r
0
p1). and are 

weighted with the corresponding singular values. The relative spectra/ changes due 
to re/ative modifications of r O , rk and r 3 parameters in the directions r 1• r 2 and 
r3 are indicated by solid lines, dashed lines and dash-dotted lines, respectively. 
Bottom: Columns oftr<rop,). The relative spectra/ changes due to relative pertur
barions of the r0 , rk and r3 parameters presented as solid Lines, dashed lines and 
dash-dotted Lines, respectively. 
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Figure 13: Left: Source-filter model with glottal source, vocal-tract filter and lip ra
diation. Right: Simplified source-filter model. 
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Figure 14: Glottal pulse (top) and its time derivative (bottom). 
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